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Addendum #3 

DATE: 02/05/2020  PROJECT  

NAME/NUMBER: 

USC FY20-21 CESC 

Gambrell 153 Auditorium 

H27-Z407  50003375-2 

This addendum modifies the Drawings and Specifications of the above-referenced project dated January 15, 

2020.  Changes noted herein will become part of the Contract.  Except as noted herein, original drawings 

and any previous addendum(s) will apply.  

SPECIFICATIONS: 

1. None 

 

DRAWINGS: 

1. None 

 
QUESTIONS: 

1. Question:  What are the specs for the fabric covering the speakers in ALT1? 

a. Response:  Fabric for Alternate #1 to match the fabric utilized for the sound-

absorbing ceiling units, as shown on detail A1, sheet A-301, specification 098436.  

Color to be selected by Architect.   

2. Question:  Can you please clarify that the housing and wiring will remain existing for the 

downlights and that only trims will be replaced.  If housing and/or wiring are to be replaced 

is there access above the ceiling panels to properly complete these tasks? 

a. Response:  Entire downlight assemblies are specified as such on lighting fixture 

schedule and the intent is a complete replacement of recessed downlights.  Due to 

the varying angle of slope reflectors required for each row of downlights, different 

fixture types were used (DA, DB, DC, etc.).  Contractor shall order correct angle of 

slope adapter for each fixture type.  The Contractor may use existing reflectors if new 

LED light engine and rough-in mate exactly with existing reflectors.  One mockup shall 

be assembled for Engineer’s approval before proceeding with entire 

replacements.  There is a network of catwalks above the architectural cloud ceiling 

where downlights can be easily accessed for replacement.  All existing downlights 

can be accessed above and below ceiling. 

3. Question:  If the low bidder of chairs has the same chair in another classroom on USC 

campus will they still need to provide an additional sample? 

a. Response:  The University of South Carolina will allow an installed sample if it is easy 

to access and within the Columbia area.   
 

ATTACHMENTS: 
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1. None 
 

END OF ADDENDUM #3 


